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Dynamics of El NiDynamics of El Niññoo –– Southern OscillationSouthern Oscillation



Global Impacts of El NiGlobal Impacts of El Niññoo



Sea Surface Height Anomaly



Altimetry principle from http://www.jason.oceanobs.com/html/alti/principe_uk.html



Pacific Ocean tide gauge stations network 
(from University of Hawaii sea level center)



MODIS Scanning Swath



Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly
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Given a choice, climatologists in Given a choice, climatologists in 
general would rather use the general would rather use the 
righthandrighthand panel below than the panel below than the 
lefthandlefthand one  one  





To combine various sorts of data: 
T=(P-1+R-1)-1(P-1M+R-1D)

Data Assimilation: Optimal Interpolation (OI), 
Kalman Filter (KF), Optimal Smoother (OS)



Right on the moneyRight on the money





Example of Optimal Interpolation Example of Optimal Interpolation 

T=T=TTBB+e+eBB
HT=HT=TToo+e+eoo

<<eeBB>=< >=< eeoo >=< >=< eeBBeeoo
TT>=>= 00

< < eeBB eeBB
TT >=C       >=C       Hard to know in detail!Hard to know in detail!

< < eeoo eeoo
TT >=R >=R 

Solution minimizes the cost functionSolution minimizes the cost function
S[T]=(HTS[T]=(HT--TToo))TTRR--11(HT(HT--TToo)+(T)+(T--TTBB))TTCC--11(T(T--TTBB))

T=(HT=(HTTRR--11H+CH+C--11) ) --11(H(HTTRR--11TToo+C+C--11TTBB))



Projection of OI solution on Projection of OI solution on 
eigenvectors of eigenvectors of CC (EOFs)(EOFs)

C=EDEC=EDETT

T=EaT=Ea
For simplicity:For simplicity: H=I, R=H=I, R=rIrI, T:=T, T:=T--TTBB
Then Then a=D(D+R)a=D(D+R)--11EETTTToo

D(D+R)D(D+R)--11==diagdiag[ [ ddii/(d/(dii+r+r) ]) ]

In many applications (for spectrally red signals) In many applications (for spectrally red signals) 
diagonal elements of this matrix decrease from ~1 to diagonal elements of this matrix decrease from ~1 to 
~0. In effect, the solution is constrained to the ~0. In effect, the solution is constrained to the 
subspace spanned by the patterns with subspace spanned by the patterns with ddii>>r. >>r. 





EOFs of SST (#1,2,3,15,80,120)EOFs of SST (#1,2,3,15,80,120)
EOF 1
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EOF 15
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EOF 80 
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3 corollaries:3 corollaries:

•• The first is good: the tail (strongly The first is good: the tail (strongly 
dampened) modes can be filtered from dampened) modes can be filtered from 
the solution, i.e. the solution can be the solution, i.e. the solution can be 
effectively approximated by a linear effectively approximated by a linear 
combination of a few leading (only slightly combination of a few leading (only slightly 
dampened) modes  dampened) modes  
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3 corollaries:3 corollaries:
[[of of D(D+R)D(D+R)--11==diagdiag[ [ ddii/(d/(dii+r+r) ]  ) ]  factorfactor] ] 

•• The first is good: the solution can be The first is good: the solution can be 
effectively approximated by a linear effectively approximated by a linear 
combination of a few leading modes.combination of a few leading modes.

•• The second is bad: the solution always The second is bad: the solution always 
has less variance than the true field. has less variance than the true field. 

In fact ,  C=<TTT>+P



3 corollaries:3 corollaries:
[[of of D(D+R)D(D+R)--11==diagdiag[ [ ddii/(d/(dii+r+r) ]  ) ]  factorfactor] ] 

•• The first is good: the solution can be The first is good: the solution can be 
approximated by a few leading modes.approximated by a few leading modes.

•• The second is bad: the solution always has less The second is bad: the solution always has less 
variance than the true field.variance than the true field.

•• The third is ugly: the solution is always redder The third is ugly: the solution is always redder 
than the truth (because of predominant than the truth (because of predominant 
dampening of tail modes).dampening of tail modes).
Again, it helps to remember that       

C=<TTT>+P





Take home pointsTake home points
•• SpagettiSpagetti--western properties of leastwestern properties of least--squares estimates of squares estimates of 

spectrally red signals: spectrally red signals: (good)(good) can be approximated by a can be approximated by a 
few modes, few modes, (bad)(bad) have less variance than the true have less variance than the true 
signal, and signal, and (ugly)(ugly) redder than the true signal. redder than the true signal. 

•• These properties can be used for making analyses of These properties can be used for making analyses of 
sparse climate data cheaper and less ambiguous in their sparse climate data cheaper and less ambiguous in their 
setup.setup.

•• Since the effect of these properties is stronger for poor Since the effect of these properties is stronger for poor 
data, and the data quality generally improves with time, data, and the data quality generally improves with time, 
use of leastuse of least--squares analyses at face value, as if they squares analyses at face value, as if they 
were the truth,  poses a threat of misinterpretation. were the truth,  poses a threat of misinterpretation. 

•• A possible way out (however expensive): use of A possible way out (however expensive): use of 
ensembles drawn from the posterior distributions rather ensembles drawn from the posterior distributions rather 
than a single ensemble mean.than a single ensemble mean.
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